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Deep buried in the province of Luxemburg in Belgium, lies the village of Jamoigne-sur-Semois with its impressive 
neo-gothic castle of Faing, whose history goes back to the 12th Century. A moving ceremony took place there on 
September 16th, reminding us that these pastoral and peaceful surroundings were once the theater of tragic 
events. In the presence of the governor of the Province, Mr. Bernard Caprasse and many personalities, a 
memorial sculpture to the Shoah and to the children who were hidden in the castle was unveiled in the park of 
the castle. Indeed, during the years 1942-1944, 87 Jewish boys between the ages of 4 and 16 found shelter in 
the castle which then housed a boarding school for boys. They were all saved. The Jewish children arrived to the 
castle through the intercession of organizations such as the “Committee for the Defense of Jews” which were 
active in Belgium at that time. In 1987, the couple who headed the boarding school, Marie and Emile Taquet and 
their devoted staff of 16 educators were recognized by Yad Vashem as Righteous among the Nations. In a 
moving speech, the governor of the Province spoke of the duty to keep the memory of the Holocaust alive “as the 
moment inexorably approaches when those who can bear witness to the unspeakable will have left this earth”. 
Andrée Geulen, Righteous among the Nations, who was very active in the Committee for the Defence of Jews” 
was made citizen of honor of the Province of Luxemburg. (in picture: the sculpture of Belgian artist Marie-Paule 
Haar which won the competition for the memorial statue, represents the tree of life). 
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Dear readers, 

 

I will leave Israel on November 12, after four years which have been 

most interesting and gratifying for me. During this period, the situation 

in the Middle East has changed dramatically, creating new dynamics 

in the region, raising many questions about the past and posing 

numerous challenges for the future, also for diplomats accredited 

here. Elections will soon take place in Israel. I can only hope that new 

avenues can be found to resolve the issues that I have followed closely during these years, such as 

the Iranian nuclear threat and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 

 

I have enjoyed working with many Israeli partners, in the political, economic and cultural fields. The 

Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs as well as a Prime Minister and the Minister President of Flanders 

have visited Israel during my stay. However, I have realized that a lot is going on between Israel and 

Belgium which is not reflected in the official contacts. As we have tried to show in this newsletter, 

many privately initiated projects and exchanges take place between Belgian and Israeli individuals 

and institutions. This cooperation is vibrant in the fields of cinema, contemporary dance, music, comic 

strips, visual arts. It has a great potential in architecture, fashion and gastronomy. 

 

Memory and commemoration have been an important part of my mandate. Many survivors and 

“hidden children” from Belgium live in Israel. Each year, the title of Righteous among the Nations is 

awarded to Belgians. Belgium holds for the moment the chairmanship of the International Task Force 

on Holocaust Remembrance, Research and Education. Many links have been established between 

Yad Vashem and several Belgian institutions. 

 

More than 6,000 Belgians are registered at the Embassy and many of them have become our true 

partners in promoting bilateral relations as well as the image of Belgium in Israel. I will keep fond 

memories of the commemoration of our National Day on the beach in Herzliya: beer, Belgian music 

and the Mediterranean at our feet. 

 

I wish to take this opportunity to thank the energetic team of the Belgian Embassy for their dedication: 

without them, nothing would have been possible. 

 

I know my successor, Ambassador Cornet d’Elzius, will be able to rely on the same support from our 

network of friends and I wish him much success in his new mission. 
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Belgium and the Jewish World 

Belgian PM apologizes for Holocaust complicity 
 

During a memorial ceremony on September 9th commemorating the 70th anniversary of the start of the 

deportations, Belgian Prime Minister Elio di Rupo apologized, on behalf of the Belgian government, for the 

complicity of state authorities in the murder of Belgian Jews during the Holocaust, while recognizing the 

heroic actions of the Belgian Righteous among the Nations: “By assisting in the Nazi policies of 

extermination, the authorities of the time and the Belgian State failed in their duties. They were complicit in 

the most abominable crime. I want now to (…) express the regret and shame that collaboration brought 

upon us”. Di Rupo’s statement came a week after Brussels mayor Freddy Thielemans also publicly 

acknowledged the role of city authorities in the deportations. A month earlier, in August, Antwerp mayor 

Patrick Janssens announced plans to erect a monument and engrave into it the name of every Antwerp 

Jew known to have been murdered in the Holocaust. In addition, he said, the municipality will soon unveil a 

memorial plaque at City Hall with a text acknowledging the complicity of Antwerp’s municipal authorities in 

the deportation of the city’s Jews. Of the estimated 56,000 Jews living in Belgium at the beginning of the 

war, around 25,000 were deported to death camps. Of those, only about 1,200 survived. 

Belgium thanked for welcoming MS St Louis passengers 

At a ceremony which was held at the US State Department in Washington 

on September 24th, survivors of the MS St Louis issued a proclamation of 

gratitude to the governments of England, Belgium, France and the 

Netherlands for granting them safe haven in their respective countries. The 

German steamer MS St Louis set sail in Hamburg on May 13, 1939 

carrying 937 German Jewish refugees bound for Cuba. They were denied 

entry to Cuba as well as to the United States and Canada and were forced 

to return to Europe. The ship docked at Antwerp on June 17, 1939, where 

all the passengers were allowed to disembark. 214 among them remained 

in Belgium. It is estimated that nearly one third of all the passengers of the 

MS St Louis were ultimately exterminated in Auschwitz. (picture: Jewish 

refugees aboard the MS St Louis while the ship was docked in Havana). 
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Jewish presence in Flanders 

Our friend Sylvain Brachfeld has recently published an impressive 800 pages work (in 

Flemish) titled: “Two centuries of Jewish presence in Flanders”. The book contains 

660 photos and documents and you will find in it everything you ever wanted to know 

about Jewish life in Flanders from every possible perspective: politics, religious life, 

education, artistic activities, press, literature, theater, sports, important personalities, 

etc. The book opens with a useful introduction on the history of the Jews in Flanders 

from the 16th century to the present day, with special emphasis on the period of the 

Second World War. Persons interested to purchase the book may contact the author: brasylv@012.net.il 

 
Between Belgium and Israel 

   POLITICAL RELATIONS  

Belgian Minister of Defense visits Israel 

At the invitation of his Israeli counterpart Ehud 

Barak, the Minister of Defense of Belgium, Pieter 

De Crem, visited Israel last July, accompanied by 

the Belgian Chief of Staff and other high-ranking 

military officials. It was the first visit of a Belgian 

Minister of Defense after twenty years. The two 

ministers held a meeting during which they signed 

an Agreement on the Protection of Classified 

Information that is exchanged between Israel and 

Belgium. Minister De Crem was briefed by analysts 

of the Ministry of Defense on the situation in the region and the challenges the latest developments pose to 

Israel’s security. He also visited the Palmachim military base, the Ramat David airbase and the city of 

Sderot. Minister De Crem said he intended to reinforce the military cooperation with Israel. ( picture: Minister 

De Crem offers Minister Barak a picture where Barak, disguised as an aircraft technician, is seen participating in the rescue 

operation of the passengers of Sabena flight 571 which was hijacked by terrorists in 1972. The picture bears the following 

dedication from Minister De Crem: “ with all my appreciation for the remarkable work done by Minister E. Barak 1972-2012”). 
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ECONOMY AND TRADE  

Trade volume between Belgium and Israel expands… 

The Belgian Foreign Trade Agency published recently its annual note on the bilateral trade between 

Belgium and Israel. Here are some of the data: in 2011, Israel ranked 22nd in the league table of Belgium’s 

main clients, just after Denmark and before the United Arab Emirates. Belgian exports to Israel amounted 

to € 2,325.3 million compared to € 2,182.8 million in 2010, i.e a 6.5% increase. Precious stones and metals 

(primarily diamonds) represented more than half of the total Belgian exports to Israel. Regarding imports, 

Israel was Belgium’s 23rd supplier in 2011, ranking after Luxemburg but preceding Austria. Belgian imports 

from Israel grew by 11.8% from € 1,894.5 million in 2010 to € 2,118.2 million in 2011. 

…and Israeli companies show interest in starting activities in Belgium 

The Flemish commercial section at the Embassy organized its annual event, in which one-on-one meetings 

were held between Belgian experts and Israeli companies that were interested in starting or expanding 

their activities in Europe, by establishing a company in Flanders. The schedule of the 3-day event (14-16 

October) was practically full and the Israeli participants received tailor-made information as well as answers 

to many practical, legal and tax-related questions. According to the Flemish commercial attaché, Jacob 

Lempert, “the work with the Israeli companies has not ended when the curtain came down on the event. 

Rather, we received requests that will be dealt with and we got more input that will enable us to assist the 

Israeli companies further” 

     CULTURAL RELATIONS  

Dance ranks high in cultural exchanges between Belgium and Israel  

Dance enjoys a very high profile in Belgium. 

According to a recent article, Belgium has 

probably the biggest number of talented 

dancers per square kilometer than any other 

country! This is due mainly to a generous 

subsidy policy (particularly important in the 

field of dance where high quality training 

requires sustained efforts and important 

funds over a long period of time) and the 

presence of prestigious dance schools such 

as P.A.R.T.S which attract young talents from 

all over the world and spur artistic creation.  
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Among these talents for example, Israeli dancers Or Marin and Oran Nahum who are the artistic directors 

of the Or & Oran Dance  Theater Company . Their project Project R  was selected by the Belgian “Sound 

Image Culture” (SIC) program (http://www.soundimageculture.org/en) which provides a work space for 

artists who explore the interconnectedness between stage, documentary and anthropology and assist them 

in the realization of their project. Or Marin was granted a summer residency at the DCJ-Dance Centrum 

Jette in Brussels where she worked on the choreography of the piece. The result of this Belgian-Israeli 

production, “Project R” was performed at the “Hot Dance Festival” in the Suzanne Dellal Center last July 

and will be performed again at the Jette Herfst Festival in Belgium in November. The choreography 

accompanied by video footages of Brussels centers on the feelings of four foreign dancers, from France, 

Poland, Iceland and Israel, who live in Brussels. 

Belgian choreographer Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui, was back in Israel for the second time in September with his 

newly created choreography TezukA, inspired by the Japanese comic books 

known as “Manga”. The piece was performed at the Israeli Opera five 

consecutive evenings to packed audiences. Born in Antwerp of a Moroccan 

father and a Flemish mother, Cherkaoui grew up in this atmosphere fostering 

creativity. After training in PARTS, he collaborated with leading Belgian dance 

companies and created his own: Eastman. His reputation has long ago crossed 

frontiers and his choreographies have been produced all over the world. The New York Times has 

described his work as a “silky mix of hybrid forms of movement combined with emotionally intense theatre”. 

An eventful cultural season  
 

In addition to dance, the Belgian 

cultural presence in Israel has 

been visible these past few 

months in the cinema and in the 

visual arts. As every year, Belgian 

productions or co-productions 

participated in the numerous 

festivals that mark the autumn 

season here: the Haifa 

International Film festival, the Icon 

Festival of Science Fiction and 

Fantasy, the Jewish Eye film 

festival in Ashkelon. As to the visual arts, by fortunate coincidence, there are two exhibitions currently 

running in Tel Aviv which feature important Belgian artists from the Renaissance and from modern 
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times. “All his sons: The Brueghel dynasty”  is a breathtaking exhibition presented first at Villa Olmo, 

Como, and now at the Tel Aviv Museum of Art. It features precious works of art from private collections 

which show a pictorial history of the most important Flemish family of artists of the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries – five generations of “Brueghels” working over the course of about 170 years. The 

exhibition “The time that remains”  at the Helena Rubinstein pavilion is dedicated to the filmic works of 

world renowned Belgian artist David Claerbout , one of the most innovative artists working with the moving 

image. “The complex processing of images in motion offer an intriguing reading of reality and illusion, 

through the depicting of mundane activities that turn out as enigmatic codes of narrative progression along 

time” (picture: Jan Brueghel the Younger “An allegory of the four elements”, circa 1630) 

 

CYCLING AS A WAY OF LIFE  

 

Ambassador Frankinet was among the early birds 

to open, with mayor Ron Huldai, this year’s Tel 

Aviv Bicycle Marathon. As befits a country with a 

rich cycling tradition, Belgium hosts the European 

Cycling Federation which issued a few years ago 

the “Charter of Brussels” calling upon policy 

makers to promote cycling. The Israel Bicycle 

Association invited the Ambassador to the 

“Brussels charter” signing ceremony which 

preceded the launching of the “Sovev Tel Aviv” event. The city of Tel Aviv – Jaffa thus joins 60 cities 

and towns all over Europe, which have already committed themselves to promote bike culture and 

invest in bicycle policy as an integral part of urban mobility. Among the key goals set by the charter 

are a 15% bicycle modal share by 2020 (the percentage of trips made by bicycle out of the total 

number of trips) and reducing bicycle road fatalities by 50%. (picture: Ambassador Frankinet with the 

Ambassador of the Netherlands Caspar Veldkamp and  mayor Ron Huldai). 

 

Zoom on Belgium 

Belgium well ranked in the OECD wellbeing index 

The OECD recently unveiled an interactive index which enables each individual to measure and compare 

his or her own quality of life across 34 countries, based on the following aspects: housing, income, jobs, 

community, education, environment, governance, health, life satisfaction, safety and work-life balance. 

According to this index, Belgium comes out very well in numerous measures of wellbeing, ranking among 
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the top ten countries in several categories. Out of the 34 countries, Belgium is 4th for income, 5th for 

housing, and 5th for work-life balance. Belgium is also a top-performer in terms of the quality of its 

educational system. The average student scored 509 in reading, literacy, maths and science, while the 

OECD average is 497. In general, 76% of people in Belgium claim to be satisfied with their lives. 

Belgian Egyptologists discover burial chamber dating from 2040 BC 

 A team of Egyptologists from the University of Leuven led by Prof. Harco 

Willems have unearthed a burial chamber within a tomb dating from circa 

2040 BC in Dayr al-Barsha. The tomb belongs to Ahanakht I who was 

governor of the province of Hare in ancient Egypt some 4,000 years ago. 

It was first discovered in 1891 and was thoroughly excavated by 

American archaeologist Andrew Reisner in 1915. However, assuming 

that the burial shaft had been plundered beyond use, Reiser abruptly stopped the excavations before the 

tomb had been fully explored. The discovery by the Belgian team – the first of its kind in over a century – 

provides valuable information about the burial rites in ancient Egypt. Despite the tomb having been robbed 

twice, the scientists also found a large number of ritual objects in the chamber overlooked by the raiders. 

The objects, embedded in a crust of dried lime, had not been moved from their original positions. Their 

positioning enabled thus the archaeologists to reconstruct the scenario of the funerary ritual in detail. 

(picture: a selection of ritual objects in copper found in the burial chamber).. 

Westvleteren 12 rated world’s best beer 

According to ratebeer.com, Westvleteren 12 is the world’s best beer for 2012.  

Each year, the website conducts one of the largest beer competitions in the 

world and publishes the top 50 winners. Westvleteren 12 beat out 140,000 

other beers from as many as 12,000 brewers, to take first place. The 

Westvleteren Brewery (in the village by this name in West Flanders) was 

founded in 1838 inside the Trappist Abbey of Saint Sixtus. The brewery’s three beers have acquired an 

international reputation for taste and quality as well as the limited availability of the beers which are not 

brewed to normal commercial demands.  Normally, you can only buy Westvleteren at the abbey itself after 

you have made a personal appointment with the monks. A few months ago however, the monks decided to 

export the beer in a very limited version to seven lucky countries (Israel not included alas!). Proceeds from 

the sales will go towards renovating the abbey. 

**** 

 


